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CHAPTER I

The Warlis: History and Legends
About Earth Creation

HISTORY OF THE WARLIS
The Warlis are an aboriginal tribe living at the
foothills of the Sahyadris in western India.
Warlis were hunters and gatherers living in the forest. With
time, they were forced to settle down at the base of the hills,
and so, they adopted an agro-pastoral lifestyle.
Waral is brushwood which the original settlers had to
clear in order to settle down.
Warul also refers to the brushwood used to burn on the
fields as Rab.
This could be the origin of the name of their tribe—
WARLI.
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The Warlis still go back to the forest for many of their
basic needs, like firewood, medicinal herbs and tubers,
hunting small game and recreation.
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History states that Warlis used to paint in caves—this
was mainly undertaken by the married women Suvasinis.
Paintings found in caves which date long ago are very similar
to Warli paintings.
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Warli legends say that the Gods went to the potter fly or
Gungheri Raja to ask for balls of mud to make the earth
which was flooded with water.
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Mahadeva then asked Narayandeva and Brahma Deva to get
seeds from the ants and squirrels. They planted the date
palm and palmyra palm trees.
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According to Warli legend the Gods Mahadev and
Gangagauri collected soil from many different places
and formed the earths’ crust from these balls of mud.
Mother Earth was responsible for supplying her milk to all
vegetation [Vanaspati] through her children. Then through
the vegetation and the seeds produced there upon the
women, cows, hens and their children were all supplied this
milk or ‘Life force.’ This is how humans became Masters of
the Universe!
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Goddess Kansari who is the goddess of grain is very
important for the Warlis. She is considered the source of
the Life Force and distributes this mother earth’s milk or
Life Force to all living things.
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Bhiwabali, akin to almighty God, holds up the universe.

According to Warli legend, the Gods Mahadev and Gangagauri
created the earth. They collected seeds from all the different
Gods and planted them on the Mother Earth. Then, these
started growing profusely and even animals and birds
started multiplying in uncontrollable numbers. Humans and
agriculture also increased to a great extent. At that point,
death did not exist.
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According to the Warli legends, the numbers increased to
such an extent that Mother Earth could not bear the burden
anymore. Mother Earth cried and pleaded to God to develop
a two directional path of birth and death.
Hence, God initiated Death messengers to lighten the
load on the Mother Earth.
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Primitive man decided to bury the corn stocks in a deep
pit, its bottom lined with ash and teak leaves and its top
covered with mud to bury them safely. This system of saving
the corn stock was called as Waral.
The human beings who made a Waral under the ground
are known as Warli people.

History: Warlis initially used a manual, hand-made plough
called Kokad Nangar to till their fields. These fields after
clearing the brushwood were called Waral land.
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This is the cover picture. It shows the symbiotic
relationship between the Mother Earth and its flora and
fauna.
Mother Earth is personified as Dharatari, and she is shown
here with her three sisters Asturi who is a woman, Gavatari,
who looks after cows, animals and all living creatures and
Kansari, who is the goddess of grains. From Dharatari flows
the milk which energizes all living things.
The Warlis used to live in harmony with nature and have
followed this way of life till now. Unfortunately, with the
advent of modern civilization, their customs and traditions
are getting eroded and are subjected to change.
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CHAPTER II

Warli Gods Have a Spiritual
Significance That Goes Beyond Human
Understanding!
STONE GODS – “VIR”- Adivasi folk tales recount that
Adivasis inherit land from their forefathers. It has been
tilled by their family for generations. It is considered their
birthright.
To establish this right a stone is erected on the
embankment of the fields or under a tree near by.
The Warlis draw a human like figure and call it “VIR.” They
adorn it with red lead or a ‘sindhur’ dot.
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LEFT – ‘DONGAR CHEDA’ OR MOUNTAIN GOD
RIGHT – ‘VIR DEV’ or HEROIC ANCESTRAL GOD

    

A ‘VIR’ STONE AT
KALIMBAPADA,
GANJAD
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STONE GODS – 5 different types of Stone Gods drawn
symbolically on stone with Red lead or sindhur – ‘Korvani
Cheda,’ ‘Munjya Cheda,’ ‘Bata Vir,’ a symbolic Cheda Vir
denoted by 2 dots instead of the 2 human like figures, and
‘Chokha Vir.’

Different Stone Gods are shown in this painting – AKALI
CHEDA will help anytime while BHAKALI CHEDA needs
an animal sacrifice like a hen or goat.
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SECURITY GODS – GHODA SAVARI DEV – HE GUARDS
THE VILLAGE BORDER ON HORSE BACK

SHIVSAYNI CHEDA –
GUARDS THE BORDER
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GHODA SAVARI PALTANI CHEDA GUARDS
THE VILLAGE FROM HARM.
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